Dear Parent/ Guardian

During school assembly today the pupils were introduced to the violin and I enjoyed playing to the children, gave them some information about the instrument and we looked at how it is played.

Following this experience it is hoped that some of the pupils would wish to actively learn the violin in school and be able to take part in the many extra-curricular activities that are organised at school and through Surrey Arts.

We always try to make lessons as affordable as possible (fee remissions are available) but if any pupil would like to start their lessons in the summer Term 2018 they will be entitled to a 50% discount for their first 10 lessons.

Instruments can either be hired or purchased from a local supplier or hired direct from Surrey Arts subject to availability. The cost of hiring an instrument from Surrey Arts is £21 per term. We will contact you about this when we offer lessons.

If you wish to take part, either apply online at http://www.surreycc.gov.uk/music or fill in the Surrey Arts application forms at school and return it to Surrey Arts by Friday 23rd March

I hope that your son/ daughter will want to learn at school and I look forward to seeing them for lessons in the near future.

Best wishes

Karen Koy

Surrey Arts
String Team